Call for Papers

Asia-Pacific Journal of Management Research and Innovation is inviting papers for the forthcoming issues.

We are enthralled by your research output and scientific reputation in the field of management education and research. We have thus, approached you to check if you would be interested to share your knowledge by publishing your article with Asia-Pacific Journal of Management Research and Innovation.

Asia-Pacific Journal of Management Research and Innovation provides a sound platform to all management researchers from different fields of management to take their research ideas and findings to top management institutions, educators and practitioners around the world.

APJMRI is basically international in scope and organized to publish high quality articles in different management streams. Given below is the list of major thrust areas of publication in the current journal. However, this list is not exhaustive. Research papers in any other areas but related to business management are also acceptable. Through our peer-review process, we enhance the professional development of scholars, practitioners and doctoral students.

Thrust Areas for Publication

- General management
- Organizational behaviour
- Business research methods
- Banking and finance
- International business management
- Human resource management
- Marketing management
- Operations management and decision sciences
- Business ethics and corporate governance
- Technology management, innovation and entrepreneurship
- Intelligence and information system management
Five key reasons to publish in *Asia-Pacific Journal of Management Research and Innovation*:  
- The journal covers a wide range of research on all topics relevant to management.
- The journal publishes original research papers and review articles, case reports, short communications.
- Your article will be peer reviewed.
- Publication in print and online via SAGE Journals platform will ensure maximum visibility and discoverability of your work.
- Unprecedented international reach: SAGE is the world's leading independent academic publisher. SAGE proudly retains a culture that puts quality and individual relationships first. Your article will have global reach through SAGE's principal offices in Los Angeles, London, New Delhi, Washington DC, Singapore and Melbourne.

Authors are welcome to submit the electronic version of their article to the journal's submission site [https://peerreview.sagepub.com/abr](https://peerreview.sagepub.com/abr)